BEAUTY

Too scared to do a full-on smoky
eye? Then this softer, coloured
version could be the answer.
Make like Cara and choose a
purple-based look to keep it sultry.
Layering is key, so an eyeshadow
palette with several shades of the
same colour works best. First, apply
a light hue all over your lid, as this
will act as a base for the darker
colours to sit on top of. Using a
pencil brush, draw a “C” shape
into the corner of your eyes with
the darkest shade, before blending
outwards and along the lower
lashes. Next, use a mid-toned
hue in the centre of the lids and
combine all of the colours together.
A touch of mascara and kohl will
complete the look. Apply pencil liner
along the waterline and smudge
into upper and lower lash lines.

The kit
Zoeva 230 Pencil
Brush, £9

Cynthia Rowley
Beauty Eyeliner,
£11

Rimmel London Glam’Eyes Quad
Eyeshadow in Smokey Purple, £6.99

THE A-LIST REVAMP

CHLOË MORETZ’S
STRUCTURED
HALF-WAVE
Sexy doesn’t have to mean tumbling

RITA ORA’S
SHIMMER
GLOW
This super-flattering highlighting

trend – loved by Rita – has been
seen all over the catwalks.
To get your glow on, look for
the areas on your face where a
strobe light would naturally hit, and
enhance those with a warm-toned
golden highlighter. Using light
strokes of a fluffy eyeshadow brush,
apply the product to the high points
of your face, from your upper
cheekbones, down the centre of your
nose. Then add under your eyebrows
and above your Cupid’s bow.

The kit

New Cid
Cosmetics
I-glow in
Sirocco, £24

no further than Margot’s plait.
“To achieve this, dry your
hair to 85%, then divide it into
three sections – one on each
side of your head and one at the
back,” says Taylor Taylor London
stylist Meghan Cox. “Next, using
large heated rollers, roll the side
sections up to your ear, and
the back section to the nape
of your neck, secure them and
leave for 15 minutes to cool and
set. Then remove the rollers,
and loosely plait the hair from
your shoulders to the ends.
Secure with a band and
spritz with hairspray.”
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Laura Mercier Candleglow
Soft Luminous
Foundation, £35

The kit
T
Toni & Guy
Casual Sea Salt
Texturising
Spray, £4.99

NICOLE SCHERZINGER’S
BOLD
BERRY LIPS
For Nicole’s power pout, prep is key.

Stuck in a make-up rut? Take inspiration from your fave celebrities By Lauren Naylor

MARGOT ROBBIE’S
MERMAID
BRAID
For an effortlessly chic style, look

locks as Chloë showed us with her
boho waves and sophisticated quiff.
“To create this style, spritz
the lengths of your hair with a
texturising spray and tease it
straight with your fingers,” says
Meghan. “Once locks are 95%
dry, take a hair wand and twist
tiny sections around the tong in
opposite directions, then run your
fingers through the lengths. For
the quiff, section a triangle of hair
using the end of a tail comb, and
backcomb it forwards, then flip it
over and work into a quiff. Secure
with grips and finish with a light
hairspray to keep the movement.”

“First slather on Mac Lip Conditioner,
£12,” says make-up artist Rebecca
Butterworth. “Then use a liner that’s
lighter than your lipstick to sketch
in the Cupid’s bow and centre of
the bottom lip, before working
outwards to each corner and joining
up. Fill in the fleshiest part with the
side of the liner to act as a primer.”
When choosing your lipstick colour,
those with pink undertones in their
skin should opt for blue-based
plums. If you have yellow tones,
go for raspberry hues.

The kit

GHD Final Fix
Hairspray, £9.95
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CARA DELEVINGNE’S
MAUVE SMOKY EYE

GHD Tail
T
Comb,
omb,
£7.50

The kit
Ego Professional Ego
Boost, £139.99

Bobbi Brown Lip Pencil in
Bright Raspberry, £17
Charlotte Tilbury
Desk To Disco Duo
in Bond Girl &
Glastonberry, £42
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